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Cross-corpus Feature Learning between Spontaneous Monologue and
Dialogue for Automatic Classification of Alzheimer’s Dementia Speech
Sofia de la Fuente Garcia1, Fasih Haider1, Saturnino Luz1
Abstract— Speech analysis could help develop clinical tools
for automatic detection of Alzheimer’s disease and monitoring
of its progression. However, datasets containing both clinical
information and spontaneous speech suitable for statistical
learning are relatively scarce. In addition, speech data are
often collected under different conditions, such as monologue
and dialogue recording protocols. Therefore, there is a
need for methods to allow the combination of these scarce
resources. In this paper, we propose two feature extraction and
representation models, based on neural networks and trained
on monologue and dialogue data recorded in clinical settings.
These models are evaluated not only for AD recognition,
but also with respect to their potential to generalise across
both datasets. They provide good results when trained and
tested on the same data set (72.56% UAR for monologue data
and 85.21% for dialogue). A decrease in UAR is observed
in transfer training, where feature extraction models trained
on dialogues provide better average UAR on monologues
(63.72%) than the other way around (58.94%). When the
choice of classifiers is independent of feature extraction,
transfer from monologue models to dialogues result in a
maximum UAR of 81.04% and transfer from dialogue features
to monologue achieve a maximum UAR of 70.73%, evidencing
the generalisability of the feature model.
Clinical relevance We present a method for automatic
screening of cognitive health in dementia risk settings. The
method is based on spoken language, an ubiquitous source of
data, therefore being cost-efficient, non-invasive and with little
infrastructure required.
I. INTRODUCTION
Dementia is a category of neurodegenerative diseases
that entails a long-term decrease of cognitive functioning.
Gradually, the severity of the symptoms (i.e. memory loss,
thought difficulties, language impairment, motor problems,
emotional distress) increases at the expense of the patient’s
autonomy, as well as their well-being and their caregivers’
[1]. Those cognitive symptoms may be a consequence of the
neuropathology that starts silently up to 20 years before they
become observable, with currently no satisfactory treatment.
In 2015, the WHO [2] estimated approximately 47.5
million cases of dementia worldwide, confirming the severity
of the situation and anticipating a massive societal impact.
Therefore, there is a need for cost-effective and scalable
methods ready to recognise dementia from pre-clinical and
mild stages to Alzheimer’s Dementia (AD).
The symptomatic heterogeneity of AD demands diagnostic
methods that are able to capture subtler and broader aspects
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than conventional screening tools (e.g. Mini-Mental State
Examination [3]), which often fail to discriminate pre-clinical
symptoms. In addition, signal processing technology is cre-
ating opportunities for personal health monitoring and devel-
opment of diagnostic support based on automated processing
of behavioural signals [4]. Whilst the most prominent of
these signals for AD is frequently considered to be memory
loss, language alterations also appear early in the disease [5].
This, together with the fact that speech and language are
rich and ubiquitous sources of cognitive behavioural data,
provide computational technologies with a broad potential
for contribution as diagnostic-support tools [6].
Although spontaneous and longitudinal speech data would
be ideal for cognitive screening and disease monitoring,
conventional cognitive assessments evaluate speech and lan-
guage under controlled laboratory conditions. Despite there
being an increasing tendency to collect ”real life” speech
data, so far there are few available datasets, two of which
are used in this study. The first one, The Pitt Corpus,
consists of spontaneous narrative speech (monologues) from
participants with various degrees of AD. The second one, the
Carolina Conversations Collection (CCC), is amongst the
few spontaneous dialogue datasets available in the context
of AD research.
In this paper, we demonstrate a machine learning approach
for AD recognition with acoustic information extracted from
spontaneous speech. We propose two Feature Extraction
Models (FEMs), based on neural networks and trained on
monologue (The Pitt Corpus( and dialogue (CCC) data.
These FEMs are not only evaluated for AD recognition,
but also with respect to their potential to generalise across
both datasets. As dialogues and monologues differ at various
linguistic levels [7], the ability to ”transfer” FEMs across
these two types of speech data will be advantageous for
future research and clinical applicability. Given the scarcity
of speech data for AD classification research, the enhanced
and pre-processed versions of these two datasets are an
additional contribution to the field. These will be available
upon request and could serve as benchmark datasets for the
research community.
II. BACKGROUND
A variety of computational methods have been applied
to attempt detection of AD or MCI on both of the afore-
mentioned datasets. One of the most comprehensive models
for was trained on the Pitt corpus (monologue speech) and
achieved 81.92% accuracy for machine learning classification
of individuals with and without AD [8]. Unlike our work,
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most of these studies rely largely, or exclusively, on high-
level linguistic features derived from the manual transcrip-
tions available with the speech data (e.g. [9], [10], [11], [12]).
Dementia research is incrementally investigating spon-
taneous conversations as a source of clinical information
to support diagnostic protocols. The state-of-the-art model
trained on dialogue data achieved 90.9% accuracy in binary
classifications between healthy controls and neurodegenera-
tive memory disorder [13]. However, the performance of this
model drops to 68% when trying to detect MCI and it was
not tested on a group of AD patients [14].
Conversational research in the context of AD is far more
limited than monologue research. A study on the CCC
corpus reported 80% precision and recall with a Naive
Bayes classifier between AD from non-AD speech. They
used transcription-derived linguistic metrics and pragmatic
dialogue features [10]. More recently, a study set the state-of-
the-art for dialogue AD research by obtaining 85% accuracy
on CCC, with an additive logistic regression model. They
focused on paralinguistic features of dialogue by extract-
ing graph-based features encoding turn-taking patterns and
speech rate from dialogues involving an AD speaker and
from non-AD dialogues [15].
Paralinguistic approaches to AD classification have been
less researched so far, but strong arguments support their
investigation. On the one hand, there are methodological
reasons, such as avoiding the constrains inherent to transcrip-
tion procedures. On the other hand, acoustic analysis may
contribute to our understanding of the disease by pointing out
speech subtleties that could have a localised neural substrate.
Although the comprehensive model by [8] included acoustic
features, only two recent studies have relied exclusively on
audio recordings from the Pitt Corpus, and used them to
train a classifier for AD detection. The first one, obtained
a 68% accuracy by training a Bayesian classifier solely
with low-level acoustic features (vocalisation events, speech
rate and number of utterances over a discourse events)
[16]. Subsequently, they increased this to 78.7% by using
standardised feature sets (emobase, eGeMAPS, ComParE)
and several different machine learning classifiers [17].
To the best of our knowledge, these are the only studies on
the Pitt Corpus to exclusively employ speech data – without
relying on transcripts – in order to classify AD patients and
elderly controls. Furthermore, [17] is the first attempt to
use standardised paralinguistic feature sets in this context.
As for CCC, only one study has worked directly with the
recordings, extracting MFCC and linguistic features. They
achieved 79.5% accuracy when classifying utterances with
and without ”trouble indicating behaviours” for AD [18].
In a nutshell, the application of speech technology to
dementia research is a heterogeneous field in which compar-
isons are difficult to establish. The work hereby presented
aims to assess whether a FEM trained on a balanced version
of the Pitt Corpus, generalises well to an enhanced version
of the CCC, and vice versa. In other words, whether our
proposed model is able to generalise across these monologue
and dialogue speech datasets.
III. METHODOLOGY
A. The Pitt Corpus
The Pitt Corpus1 was gathered longitudinally at the Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh and distributed through DementiaBank
[19]. Participants, over 44 years old, undertook extensive
neuropsychological and physical assessments and were cat-
egorised into three diagnostic groups: AD, healthy controls
(HC) and unkwnown [19]. HC and AD groups were recorded
while performing The Cookie Theft Picture description task
[20], which generates spontaneous narrative speech linked to
neuropsychological data. In order to to minimise risk of bias
in classification results, we created a derived dataset matched
for age and gender. The resulting dataset was pre-processed
for enhancement, and segmented for voice activity. Our final
experimental dataset contains 2033 speech segments from
82 non-AD subjects and 2043 speech segments from 82 AD
subjects (46 females).
B. Carolina Conversations Collection
CCC2, hosted and distributed by the Medical University of
South Carolina, is a digital collection conversations (includ-
ing both voice recordings and transcriptions) about health
with patients, over 65 years old, suffering various chronic
health conditions [21]. Participants are labeled by diagnosis,
and for the purposes of our experiments we created an AD
group, which included participants diagnosed with AD, and
a non-AD group, which included participants with other
chronic conditions (e.g. diabetes, heart disease). Different to
The Pitt Corpus, CCC does not provide clinical information
other than the participants’ diagnoses.
Due to the size of the dataset (30 participants in the AD
group and 16 in the non-AD group), we did not match by
age and gender, since it would have significantly reduced the
number of instances. The selected recordings were also en-
hanced and segmented, resulting in 9,354 dialogue instances,
from 80 conversations that belong to 30 participants (23
females) in the AD group. The non-AD group contains 7,052
dialogue instances, from 139 conversations that belong to 16
participants (14 females).
C. Pre-processing
Since both datasets present undermined quality for acous-
tic analysis, we implemented three pre-processing steps.
First, stationary random noise was estimated for each audio
file and removed from the speech spectrum (i.e. spectral
subtraction) [22]. Second, in order to control for variations
caused by recording conditions, audio volume was nor-
malised across files by applying a constant amount of gain
to the entire recordings for the amplitude to reach a certain
level (norm), whilst the signal to noise ratio and relative
dynamics remain unchanged. Third, a voice activity detection
system based on signal energy threshold [23] and the time-
stamps provided were used for speech segmentation. The Pitt
Corpus was further segmented to remove long silences in
1https://dementia.talkbank.org/
2https://carolinaconversations.musc.edu
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order to even out the speech segments for a more comparable
feature extraction. This was not necessary for CCC. The
segmentation process increased the sample size in terms
of number of instances available for analysis, even though
the number of participants is not that large. We used the
enhanced recordings to train the machine learning model
described below. Enhanced datasets and the code for their
pre-processing are available upon request.
D. Feature Extraction Model (FEM)
The following procedure was applied to both datasets.
First, acoustic feature extraction was performed on the
speech segments using the openSMILE v2.1 toolkit [24].
We extracted the eGeMAPS [25] feature set. This feature
set contains the F0 semitone, loudness, spectral flux, MFCC,
jitter, shimmer, F1, F2, F3, alpha ratio, Hammarberg index
and slope V0 features, as well as their most common
statistical functionals, for a total of 88 features per speech
segment.
Subsequently, we applied Active Data Representation
(ADR), a method we have recently proposed [26], [17],
[27]. ADR considers the acoustic features extracted from all
the speech segments of an audio recording and represents
them with a single fixed-dimension feature vector for the
classification task. The term ’Active Data Representation’ is
used because we did not use any event detector (such as
emotion recognition) at a speech segment level for generating
a feature vector for AD classification [28]. ADR models
acoustic information accounting for different recordings pro-
duced by the same subject, granting subject independence.
This is the first time cross-corpus transfer is attempted with
ADR. Generating the ADR involves the following steps:
1) Segmentation and feature extraction: each audio
recording Ai (i = 1 . . . N , where N represents the
total number of audio recordings or subjects) is divided
into n speech segments Sk,Ai, where k varies from
1 to n. Hence Sk,Ai is the kth segment of the ith
audio recording, and acoustic features are extracted
over such speech segments, rather than over the full
audio recording, at this processing stage.
2) Clustering of segments: self-organising maps (SOM)
[29] are employed for clustering segments Sk,Ai into
m clusters (C1, C2, ...., Cm) using audio features.
SOM is an attractive clustering method in this context
as it addresses both topology and distribution, and
requires no assumptions regarding the input vectors.
Furthermore, it has been previously used for speech
segment clustering based on voice styles with good
results [30], [31]. Here m represents the number of
SOM clusters that correspond to the FEM. The number
of clusters is determined through grid search over
m ∈ {5, 10, . . . , 100}.
3) Generation: Active Data Representation (ADRAi)
vectors are generated by first computing the number
of segments in each cluster for each audio recording
(Ai), that is, creating a histogram representation of
the number of speech segments (nADRAi) present in
each of the m clusters for each audio recording. Then,
to model temporal dynamics the mean and standard
deviation of the rate of change with respect to the
sizes of the clusters of speech segments for each audio
recording (vADRAi) is calculated. Finally, a histogram
representation of segment duration (dADRAi) is built
for each cluster Ai.
4) Normalisation: as the number and duration of seg-
ments is typically different for each audio recording or
subject due to inter-subject variability, we normalise
the feature vector by dividing it by the L1 norm of
nADRAi and dADRAi, respectively.
5) Feature Fusion: the ADRAinorm feature set encom-
passes the features of nADRAinorm , dADRAinorm
and vADRAi. Therefore a feature vector using feature
(early) fusion with dimensionality of 2 × (m + 1) is
generated to represent each subject.
E. Classification Methods
The classification experiments were performed using five
different methods, namely decision trees (DT, with leaf
size of 20), nearest neighbour (KNN with K=1), linear
discriminant analysis (LDA) and support vector machines
(SVM, with a linear kernel with box constraint of 0.1, and
sequential minimal optimization solver). The classification
methods are implemented in MATLAB using the statistics
and machine learning toolbox [32]. More sophisticated clas-
sification models (e.g. recurrent structures) were discarded
in order to avoid the risk of over-fitting due to the relatively
small number of subjects. A leave-one-subject-out (LOSO)
cross-validation setting was adopted, where the training data
do not contain any information of validation subjects. To
assess the classification results, we used unweighted average
recall (UAR) instead of overall accuracy since the CCC
data set is imbalanced. The unweighted average recall is the
arithmetic average of recall of all classes.
F. Experimentation
We conducted two experiments. In the first (hereafter
PittADR) we employ the LOSO procedure to train FEM
using Pitt data, generate ADRAinorm and then train and test
on Pitt. Then, we map CCC data through the FEM based on
Pitt data and generate ADRAinorm for training and testing
(LOSO) on CCC subjects. The parameter m forADRAinorm
is optimised on the results of Pitt subjects and validated on
CCC subjects.
In the second experiment (CCCADR), we train FEM on
CCC data, generate ADRAinorm and classify CCC subjects
(again, employing LOSO cross-validation). Then, Pitt data
are mapped onto the CCC FEM to generate ADRAinorm ,
which is used for classifying Pitt subjects. The parameter m
for ADRAinorm is optimised on the results of CCC subjects
and validated on Pitt subjects.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the experimentation are shown in Table I. It
is noted that the PittADR provides the best UAR (72.56%)
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using the DT classifier with a value of 100 for the m
parameter for FEM. However, testing this FEM (m = 100)
with CCC on the same classifier results in a decreased
UAR (53.12%). This could be due to the imbalanced nature
of CCC, which is not handled well by the classification
algorithm (DT). On the other hand, where PittADR provides
the least UAR (51.83%), using the NB (a classifier that is
more robust to class imbalance) and m = 75 for FEM, the
performance on CCC rises to 81%. The confusion matrix
with precision, recall, overall accuracy and Kappa [33] is
shown in Figure 1. The averaged UAR (i.e. 58.94% for Pitt
Corpus and 61.63% for CCC) indicated that a FEM trained
using Pitt Corpus can extract discriminating features from
the CCC dataset.
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Fig. 1. Confusion matrix of the best result on CCC data obtained using
transfer learning from Pitt to CCC data.)
As regards the second experiment, CCCADR provides
the best UAR (85.21%) using the DT classifier, for a FEM
where m = 25. Mapping Pitt features to this FEM results
in a UAR of 65.24%. It is also noted that the CCCADR
provides a UAR (68.33%) using the RF classifier with a
value of 25 for m parameter for FEM. However, when we
test this FEM (m = 25) with RF on the Pitt Corpus we see
an increase in UAR to 70.73%. The confusion matrix with
precision, recall, overall accuracy and Kappa [33] is shown
in Figure 2. Together with the results of the first experiments,
this indicates that, even though feature learning transfers well
between the two data sets, the choice of classifier must be
problem specific. Overall, the mean UAR (i.e. 63.72% for
Pitt and 76.87% for CCC) indicated that a FEM trained
using CCC generalizes reasonably well to Pitt data. Based
on the above findings it could be argued that dialogue data
(CCC) offers a better platform for FEM training and transfer
learning than monologue data (Pitt Corpus) for our particular
research purposes. While there is a decrease in performance
relative to FEM trained and tested on the same data (72.56%
UAR for Pitt and 85.21% for CCC), the proposed transfer
method can be effective if decoupled from classifier choice.
TABLE I
UAR (%) FOR BOTH EXPERIMENTS.
PittADR CCCADR
Classifier m Pitt CCC m Pitt CCC
DT 100 72.56 53.12 25 65.24 85.21
LDA 35 55.49 63.12 20 68.29 82.08
KNN 45 56.10 63.33 10 62.80 82.50
SVM 40 58.54 53.12 15 68.29 60.83
NB 75 51.83 81.04 35 46.95 82.29
RF 100 59.15 56.04 25 70.73 68.33
Mean – 58.94 61.63 – 63.72 76.87
The cross-corpus experiments reported here offer insights
into the potential for transfer learning (in the specific sense
described above) between dialogue and monologue based
models. Furthermore, our results suggest better transference
from dialogue to monologue than the other way around.
Hence, they align with the the psycholinguistics hypothesis
that dialogues encompass a wider range of prosodic aspects
than monologues [7].
non-AD
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Fig. 2. Confusion matrix of the best result on Pitt data obtained using
transfer learning from CCC to Pitt data.)
V. CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions to be drawn from this paper are twofold.
First, we demonstrate that spontaneous speech is a valuable
source of information for AD recognition, both in monologue
(narrative) and dialogue (conversational) format. Also, we
show how our ADR-based method for cross-corpus learning
performs better with a FEM trained on dialogues to be used
for monologue classification than the other way around. This
occurs even though the FEM trained on monologues obtained
a better accuracy when tested on these monologues, than the
accuracy obtained by the dialogue FEM on the dialogues.
As a limitation of the study, it is worth noting that there
are further differences between datasets, aside from recording
protocol (i.e. monologue vs. dialogue), such as recording
conditions or devices. This needs to be accounted for in
order to be able to guarantee that differences in classifier
performance are caused by the type of speech.
In future research we aim to extend the work presented in
this paper by incorporating Mini-mental State Examination
scores [34] available in the Pitt Corpus, and evaluating
the potential of our model to predict them. In addition,
we are currently collecting naturalistic dialogue data [35]
where participants are healthy adults at risk of AD, along
with comprehensive genetic, cognitive and family history,
imaging and biomarker data. The results presented here
support our hypothesis that dialogue might be a better suited
source of acoustic data for early detection of AD. Hence,
we look forward to implementing this procedure on other
spontaneous dialogue data and extending the research to
include neuropsychological assessment.
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